Use Cases

Brief Overview
•

The question the customer is asking will appear on this side.

•

•

Over time, you might want to consider adding actual transcripts
of questions from customer calls so the way these questions
are asked becomes clear.

The answer, with all the relevant concepts to consider, will appear
on this side.

•

There may also be diagrams or screen shots to help.

•

This must be annotated with your own policies and procedures
over time.
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Mobile App not working
•

A user complains the mobile app is not working at all.

•

The user likely still has the old version and needs to update to the
new app. Direct them to the appropriate store.

•

This situation often occurs when the FI is not replacing the
existing app with the new Q2 one. The user is still trying to use
the old app when they should use the new Q2 app.
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Mobile App Needs Updating
•

A user says their mobile app is requesting an update, should
they update their app?

•

The user likely still has the old version and needs to update to the
new app. Direct them to the appropriate store.

•

The user should accept the update.

•

This situation occurs when the FI is replacing the existing app with
the new Q2 one.
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OLB Does Not Work in a Browser
•

A user complains that they either cannot get online banking to
respond in their web browser, or it does not work as expected.

•

Check the user is using the correct URL. Are they using the login
prompt on the FI website or some other link they may have been
given during LPT?

•

Then check the user is using a supported browser -, Edge,
Chrome, Firefox or Safari.

•

Then check the user is using the correct/latest version of the
browser, typically 2 previous versions only.

•

Then make sure the user is using a desktop browser and not a
mobile device. See Use Case referring to Old Mobile Phones.
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Browser Registration
•

A user says they are being asked to Register their Device
every time they login, how can that be stopped?

Or
•

A user needs help to remove the registration of a
computer / browser.

•

Ask the user to try again, as it is possible that they did not actually
register the browser when they thought they had.

•

If it still doesn't work it is likely the user has browser settings that
do not allow cookies, or settings that remove cookies when the
browser session is closed.

•

If the user cannot or will not change this, they will be required to
receive a SAC every time they login.

•

There are several steps depending on the browser versions. The
following slides will help with what to do with the various
browsers.

•

If many user are having this issue, it is possible the Group Feature
settings do not allow this and may need to be changed.

•

•

Allow One-Time Use Without Browser Activation

•

Allow Browser Activation on Multiple Machines

•

Require Browser Activation

If it still doesn’t work it is likely the user is using a private browser
which means they will have to get a code every time.
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Optimal browser settings:
Background Information
What to say to the customer
Each time you log in to our web site, it evaluates whether you are using the same
computer and browser you registered with us.
Our site looks for our cookies (electronic markers) in your computer; if it doesn’t
find them, we ask you to identify yourself again by providing a code that you
receive by email or text. After your computer is registered, you shouldn’t need to
provide a code again for that computer using that browser.
Note: Each time you use a public computer, you must provide a code as a security
measure.
On rare occasions, people cannot log in without registering their computer each
time – even after they have registered it already. This may mean that their
computer’s browser is clearing our cookies, so our web site cannot recognize the
computer. If you are experiencing this, try changing the settings on your computer.
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Optimal Browser Settings:
Allowing Cookies On Google ChromeTM
• At the top-right corner of your browser, click
the kabob menu and then Settings.
• At the bottom, click Advanced
• In the 'Privacy and security’ section, click
Content settings.
• Under 'Cookies', click ADD by the ‘Allow’
section.
• Enter [*.]<ufirstcu>.com then SAVE
• Try to login again.
• If you are still having problems, try holding Ctrl
and F5 together to refresh your browser cache,
or reboot your PC and try again.
• If you are still having problems, try deleting
your cookies using the instructions on the next
page.
These instructions are for the latest version of
Google Chrome, version 67. You should upgrade to
the latest version if you can.
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Optimal Browser Settings:
Deleting Cookies On Google ChromeTM
It may be necessary to clear your cookies in some
circumstances.
• At the top-right corner of your browser, click
the kabob menu and then Settings.
• At the bottom, click Advanced
• In the 'Privacy and security’ section, click
Content settings.
• Under 'Cookies', click the arrow to the righthand side.
• Search for <ufirstcu>.com then delete the
cookies.
• Now make sure Cookies for firstunitedbank.com
are Allowed with the previous instructions.
• If you are still having problems, try holding Ctrl
and F5 together to refresh your browser cache,
or reboot your PC and try again.
These instructions are for the latest version of
Google Chrome, version 67. You should upgrade to
the latest version if you can.
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Optimal Browser Settings:
Allowing Cookies On Mozilla FirefoxTM
• At the top-right corner of your browser, click
the kabob menu and then Options.
• On the left- hand menu, click Privacy and
Security.
• In the Cookies and Site Data section, click
Exceptions
• Enter https://online.<ufirstcu>.com and click
Allow.
• Click Save Changes.
• Try to login again.
• If you are still having problems, try holding Ctrl
and F5 together to refresh your browser cache,
or reboot your PC and try again.
• If you are still having problems, try deleting
your cookies using the instructions on the next
page.
These instructions are for the latest version of
Mozilla Firefox, version 60. You should upgrade to
the latest version if you can.
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Optimal Browser Settings:
Deleting Cookies On Mozilla FirefoxTM
It may be necessary to clear your cookies in some
circumstances.
• At the top-right corner of your browser, click the
kabob menu and then Options.
• On the left hand menu, click Privacy and Security.
• In the Cookies and Site Data section, click Exceptions
• Enter online.<ufirstcu>.com
• Any cookies will appear, so delete them and Save
Changes
• Try to login again.
• If you are still having problems, try holding Ctrl + F5
together to refresh your browser cache, or reboot
your PC and try again.
• If you are still having problems, try deleting your
cookies using the instructions on the next page.
These instructions are for the latest version of Mozilla
Firefox, version 60. You should upgrade to the latest
version if you can.
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Optimal Browser Settings:
Allowing Cookies On Apple SafariTM
• Navigate to the < ufirstcu > page to start.
• At the top-left corner of your browser, click
Safari and then Preferences.
• Make sure ‘Block all cookies’ is not set
• Click ‘Manage Website Data…’
• Search for ‘< ufirstcu >’ and make sure there is
an entry with Cookies set.
• Try to login again.
• If you need to clear your cache on the latest
versions of Safari, you need to enable the
‘Develop’ menu. This makes available many
advanced features that are not intended for
regular users. If you decide you need to do this,
from Preferences -> Advanced select ‘Show
Develop menu in menu bar’. Under this menu is
the Empty Caches link. When you have finished,
it is a good idea to remove the Develop menu
again.
• If you are still having problems, try deleting
your cookies using the instructions on the next
page.
These instructions are for the latest version of
Apple Safari, version 11. You should upgrade to the
latest version if you can.
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Optimal Browser Settings:
Deleting Cookies On Apple SafariTM
It may be necessary to clear your cookies in some
circumstances.
• Navigate to the < ufirstcu > Online Banking page to
start.
• At the top-left corner of your browser, click Safari and
then Preferences.
• Make sure ‘Block all cookies’ is not set
• Click ‘Manage Website Data…’
• Search for ‘< ufirstcu >’ and select Remove.
• Try to login again.
• If you need to clear your cache on the latest versions
of Safari, you need to enable the ‘Develop’ menu. This
makes available many advanced features that are not
intended for regular users. If you decide you need to
do this, from Preferences -> Advanced select ‘Show
Develop menu in menu bar’. Under this menu is the
Empty Caches link. When you have finished, it is a
good idea to remove the Develop menu again.
These instructions are for the latest version of Apple
Safari, version 11. You should upgrade to the latest
version if you can.
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Optimal Browser Settings:
Allowing Cookies On Microsoft EdgeTM & IETM
• At the top-right corner of your browser, click on
the Gear and select Internet Options.
• Select the ‘Privacy’ tab.
• Select ‘Sites’.
• Enter https://<ufirstcu>.com and then select
Allow
• Make sure the Setting ‘Always Allow’ is there.
• Click ‘OK’ to get back to Internet Options.
• Click ‘Advanced’ and make sure all cookies are
accepted.
• Click OK to get back to the browser.
• Try to login again.
• If you are still having problems, try holding Ctrl
and F5 together to refresh your browser cache,
or reboot your PC and try again.
• If you are still having problems, try deleting
your cookies using the instructions on the next
page.
These instructions are for the latest versions of
Microsoft Edge and Internet Explorer (both will
show IE11), but they should be similar in Internet
Explorer versions 9 and 10 as well. You should
upgrade to the latest version if you can.
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Optimal Browser Settings:
Deleting Cookies On Microsoft EdgeTM & IETM
• At the top-right corner of your browser, click on
the Gear and select Internet Options.
• Select the ‘Privacy’ tab.
• Select ‘Sites’.
• Enter https://< ufirstcu >.com and then select
Remove
• Click ‘OK’ to get back to Internet Options.
• Click ‘Advanced’ and make sure all cookies are
accepted.
• Click OK to get back to the browser.
• Try to login again.
• If you are still having problems, try holding Ctrl
and F5 together to refresh your browser cache,
or reboot your PC and try again.
• If you are still having problems, try deleting
your cookies using the instructions on the next
page.
These instructions are for the latest versions of
Microsoft Edge and Internet Explorer (both will
show IE11), but they should be similar in Internet
Explorer versions 9 and 10 as well. You should
upgrade to the latest version if you can.
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Use A Supported Browser
•

A user does not want to use Safari, Chrome, Firefox, or Edge,
they want to use an obscure browser that they claim is
compatible with one of the previous list.

•

Unfortunately, these are the only browsers that are supported.
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Cannot Receive a SAC Where They Are
•

A user is unable to receive a Secure Access Code (SAC) during
initial account registration, because they do not have access to
a personal email address, to a mobile phone, or a personal
work phone.

•

Unless there is a way of the user receiving an email, a text, or a
phone call to a phone without an extension, it will generally not
be possible to send a SAC code.

•

First: there should be a way of ensuring the user is who they say
they are. If they do not have a personal email address, access to a
mobile phone, or a personal work phone, then the team will
attempt to set up a video call with the member. This is rare and
usually applies to international members.

•

Once you have established this, it is possible to provide a SAC to
the customer via Central:

•

•

User should request a SAC by some means (email, SMS, voice)

•

The SAC will be available for the CSR from Reporting ->
Operations -> SAC Lookup

•

Enter the login ID and give the SAC to the user over the phone.

See over…
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Cannot Receive a SAC Where They Are
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Cannot Receive a SAC: Phone etc Does Not Belong To Them
•

A user is unable to receive a Secure Access Code (SAC),
because the phone and email options do not belong to him or
her.

•

The likely situation is the customer has been able to share a login
with the previous solution, possibly husband and wife.

•

First: there should be a way of ensuring the user is who they say
they are.

•

Once established, the user should be encouraged to enroll
themselves in Online Banking. This is so it is always possible to
determine who performed a transaction.

•

(The best practice is not to allow this) It is possible to add the
customers email or phone so they can receive a SAC on their own
device.
•

In Central, find the User, then add the details under the Secure
Access tab
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Cannot Receive a SAC: Phone etc Does Not Belong To Them
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Reset Phone Number for SAC
•

A user has a new cell phone number and wants to reset the
number they use to receive SACs.

•

You should exercise caution as this could be an attempt to gather
information to hack in.

•

First: there should be a way of ensuring the user is who they say
they are.

•

Once you have established this, it is possible to add a mobile
phone to get SMS messages in the user’s record via Central.

•

You should remove the old email, mobile phone or voice phone
for security reasons.

•

The user can also reset their own Secure Access contact
information, typically via Settings -> Security Preferences
•

Make sure that path is correct for you

•

You may have decided to not make this available to users, in
which case they will have to call you.
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Reset Phone Number for SAC
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Old Model Mobile Phone
•

A user has an older Android or iPhone and the app is either not
available or does not work correctly.

•

iPhone users should upgrade their iOS version and Safari browser
version to the latest they can.

•

Android users may not be able to upgrade their operating system
version. They should install or upgrade the Chrome browser on
their phone to the latest they can.

•

If the app is still not available from the store, the phone is likely
too old to support the app.

•

The user can use the mobile web via Chrome, Safari or Firefox,
which is supported as “latest version minus one”.

•

The native Android browser is not supported.
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Can’t see all of their accounts
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Can’t see all of their accounts
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Can’t see all of their accounts
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Can’t see all of their accounts
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Can’t see all of their accounts
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Change Details on Account Tiles
•

A user wants to change the information they see on the
Account tile for each account they have, how do they do that
and what is available?

•

This depends on what information is coming from the core for
each account type.

•

The user should go to Settings -> Account Preferences, select the
account and they will have a choice of 2 of all the options shown.

•

This is per account, and per user so other users do not need to
see the same options.
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Change Details on Account Tiles
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QuickBooks/Quicken is not Synchronizing Properly
•

A business owner has called on the day of migration and said
that QuickBooks is not synchronizing properly, what should he
or she do?

•

Immediately after migration, Direct Connect and Express Web
Connect will not be available for 3-5 days, while Intuit moves the
connection.

•

The user can use Web Connect for Quicken or Quickbooks in the
interim.

•

They should note that any transactions they upload using Web
Connect may result in duplicates when they start to synchronize
using Direct Connect or Express Web Connect.

•

Refer to:
https://fi.intuit.com/whyconnect/OFX_matrix_May2015.pdf
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QuickBooks is Still not Synchronizing Properly
•

A business owner has called a week after migration and said
that QuickBooks is not synchronizing properly, what should he
or she do?

•

Q2 does not support Direct Connect, and unless there is a special
policy the call should be passed to Intuit (insert your policy details
here).

•

Q2 does support Express Web Connect. You need to log a case
with Q2 and an engineer will use internal tools to test the
connection.

•

Q2 does support Web Connect. Using CSRAssist, download the
QFX file. Using an XML File Viewer (insert preferred viewer) check
you can read the file.

•

•

If you can read the file and it looks to be complete, the issue is
likely within the users Quicken or Quickbooks product.

•

If you can read the file and it doesn’t look to be complete, or if
you can’t read the file, you need to log a case with Q2.

In order to begin researching, Intuit will need log files (OFXLOG &
CONNLOG). Please visit Intuit's fi website for steps on obtaining
log: https://fi.intuit.com/support/logfileslocation.cfm
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New User Cannot Login
•

A new user was created in Online Banking but they cannot log
in.

•

There is a feature called “New Logins are disabled until CSR
approves”. If this is enabled, then you will have to request that
feature is disabled.

•

You will need to Enable Login for the user in Central if that feature
cannot be changed.

•

This feature is available for Consumer, Commercial and Corporate
groups.
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New User Cannot Login
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New User Cannot Login
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Draft Only Entitlement
•

A business owner wants a user within the company to have a
draft-only entitlement and not be able to approve transactions.

•

First, does the user need Draft Only rights on all transactions, or
just some? It might be a good idea to check with the business
owner if they would actually like some transactions removed from
the user.

•

Second, remember that this may mean removing Approve rights
from many transactions.

•

Although it is unusual to happen in a Consumer group, some of
the users within a particular Household can have Draft only status
on some transactions, by removing the Approve rights from the
user.

•

Similarly with Commercial groups, some of the users within a
particular Customer can have Draft only status on some
transactions, by removing the Approve rights from the user.

•

With Corporate, it is possible to use Allowed Actions at the User
Role level to remove the Approve rights only on some accounts.
For example, a user could be allowed to:

•

•

Approve an ACH from account ABC but only Draft a payment
from account DEF

•

Approve a Wire below $X and only Draft a Wire for a sum larger
than that.

•

Approve a Funds Transfer during work hours but only Draft a
Funds Transfer before or after that time.

There are many Corporate permutations so those are examples
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Draft Only Entitlement
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Draft Only Entitlement
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View an Account but not Draft or Approve from that Account
•

A user asks why they can see certain accounts on the Home
screen but do not have the same accounts listed when they try
to draft an ACH transaction?

•

For all group types, it is possible to set View, Deposit and
Withdraw rights for each account.

•

If the User has no Deposit rights to an account, they will not find
that account available when doing an ACH Debit transaction.

•

If the user has no Withdrawal rights to an account, they will not
find that account available when doing an ACH Credit, Wire or
Funds Transfer transaction.

•

For a Corporate user, it is possible to use Allowed Actions to have
no View rights on accounts only on some transaction types.
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View an Account but not Draft or Approve from that Account
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Customers Using Subsidiaries
•

A business owner wants to know what Subsidiaries are and
whether he or she can add them.

•

•

•

A subsidiary is an alternate company profile that you can use
when you create a payment or template. They are used so the
payment origination information can be different:
•

If the customer wants a different business to appear to be
sending the transaction

•

If a different tax ID, such as for state taxes, should be used.

Check to make sure the Group, Customer and User / User Role
levels all have Manage Subsidiaries rights if the customer wants to
create and edit a Subsidiary
•

Manage Subsidiaries for Corporate

•

Advanced Payments: Subsidiaries for Commercial

In some circumstances it is not possible to allow a customer to
edit their own Subsidiaries. In this case make sure the Manage
Subsidiaries in Central is turned on (log a case to request):
•

Entitled CSRs can access a menu link called Manage Subsidiaries

•

Entitled CSRs can add, edit, or delete a subsidiary

•

CSR activities with subsidiaries are audited to show when, by
whom, and whether that person was Staff or User Admin
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Users Using Subsidiaries
•

A business owner wants to know where one of his or her staff
can add Subsidiaries because they cannot see the link in the
menu.

•

Only users with Manage Subsidiary rights can add, edit or delete
them.

•

Check to make sure the Group, Customer and User / User Role
levels all have Manage Subsidiaries rights if the customer wants to
create and edit a Subsidiary

•

•

Manage Subsidiaries for Corporate

•

Advanced Payments: Subsidiaries for Commercial

If Subsidiaries exist for a given payment type (ACH or Wire), then
anyone with rights to Draft a payment of that type will be able to
select a Subsidiary. Those with Draft Excluded rights will not be
able to select a Subsidiary.
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Cancel a Drafted or Approved transaction
•

A business user has made an error and wants to cancel an ACH
transaction that has been Drafted and Approved, and is shown
as Authorized.

•

Users can cancel transactions that are in the following states, via
Activity Center: Drafted and Authorized

•

A transaction that is in the Processed state has been through the
Q2 payment processing cycles and is very likely on it’s way to the
recipient, and therefore cannot be cancelled.

•

A transaction that is in the On Hold state is being reviewed with
Q2 Sentinel for risk and fraud, and cannot be cancelled.

•

Authorized
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Cancel a Drafted or Approved transaction
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Editing a Large Batch and Timed Out
•

A business user has been editing a very large ACH Batch
Payment, but then the system timed out. How can he or she
get the information back again?

•

There are two time-outs within the system
•

Inactivity – typically after approximately 15 minutes

•

System – after a longer period of time, such as 1 – 2 hours

•

The user will be warned about the System timeout

•

They should:
•

Draft their transaction, even if they do not intend to request
Approval

•

Log off and log in again

•

Cancel the transaction in Activity Center they just Drafted

•

Copy that transaction, which will create a new transaction

•

Complete their work, and then Draft and request Approval or
Approve themselves if they have rights
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Editing a Large Batch and Timed Out
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Import a CSV file
•

A business user wants to import a CSV file.

•

Under the New Payments menu, there is the option for Payment
from File for every transaction type that a user has Draft
entitlements for.

•

These files can be NACHA formatted or CSV files.

•

NACHA files must be balanced and have a single batch.

•

The system provides an example CSV format and description in
PDF to help the user.

•

Be aware that Excel will often change values that are not
formatted correctly. For example, a account number of
055861234 may be stored in Excel is 55861234. Use Text columns
to avoid this.
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Create a template
•

A business user wants to create and then edit a template, but
can't see how that can be done?

•

The user must have entitlement to the specific transaction type
i.e. to create a Domestic Wire the user must be allowed to send
Domestic Wires

•

The user must have the Manage Templates entitlement
•

•

The user must have the Manage Recipients entitlement
•

•

Corporate – Manage Templates via Policy Dashboard at User
Role level
Corporate – Manage Recipients via Policy Dashboard at User
Role level

The user must have Draft rights as compared to Draft Restricted
rights to the specific transaction type
•

Corporate – Rights: Enable Draft via Policy Dashboard at Group,
Customer and User Role levels

•

Commercial – Advanced Payments: Draft Restricted Available
for Advance Payment Types
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Add Recipient to Template
•

A business user wants to add a new recipient to an existing
template, where can this be done?

•

The user must have:

1. Manage Recipient rights
1. Manage Recipients
2. Access to All Recipients

2. Have Draft access to the transaction type. If the user has Draft
Restricted rights to the specific transaction type, they will not be
allowed to save the template
•

The user does not need Manage Templates to add a recipient to
an existing template.

•

The user clicks on the pencil icon, then adds the new recipient
either by:

•

•

Selecting Show All to reveal existing recipients or

•

Selecting New Recipient to add a new recipient

The user completes the template and saves it.
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Add Recipient to Template
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Add Recipient to Template
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Add Recipient to Template
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Add Recipient to Template
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Add Recipient to Template, but not save Recipient
•

A business user wants to add a new recipient to an existing
template, but not save the recipient in the template.

•

The user must have:

1. Manage Recipient rights
1. Corporate – Manage Recipients feature
2. Commercial –

2. Have Draft access to the transaction type. If the user has Draft
Restricted rights to the specific transaction type, they will not be
allowed to save the template
•

The user does not need Manage Templates to add a recipient to
an existing template.

•

The user clicks on the pencil icon, then adds the new recipient
either by:

•

•

Selecting Show All to reveal existing recipients or

•

Selecting New Recipient to add a new recipient

The user completes the template, but instead of saving it, they
Draft or Approve depending on their rights. The added recipient
will not be saved as part of the template.
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Run Information Reporting reports
•

A business user wants to run a cash management report but
cannot see where to do that.

•

•

The user must have:
•

Rights to Information Reporting at the Group, Customer and
User Role levels

•

Be part of a Corporate group

Information Reporting is accessed <here> in the menu
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